Notes on Cloudy Weather Johnson's Double Chronometer Method
Version 1
In the 19th century a mariner typically determined longitude by a morning time sight and latitude by
a noon sight. If the weather was cloudy at either time he became uncertain of his position.
Following Sumner's discovery it was known that latitude/longitude could be determind by double
chronometer sights. The method involved taking two time sights, reducing each with two assumed
latitudes and then plotting two LOPs. There were problems with this method - the amount of
computation required and the mess created on the chart by plotting.
In about 1874 Alfred Chalice Johnson RN (AKA cloudy weather Johnson) published his booklet
"On Finding Latitude and Longitude in Cloudy Weather and at Other Times". This described a
double chronometer method which determined latitude/longitude by calculation rather that by
plotting. A rough sketch was required to determine the sign of the latitude and longitude
corrections. Copies were supplied to HM ships by Admiralty order. The 28th edition, of which I
have a copy, was published in 1905 - it was clearly a popular volume. In 1905 the volume could be
purchased for five shillings - about $NZ46 (24GBP or $US30) in 2020 money. If a late edition came
up for sale in 2020 the asking price would probably be about $US15 - $US30.
A footnote in Johnson 28th edition 1905 (page 35) states:
This table (referring to table II) was first published in the 4th edition of this little book in
1874. It was subsequently, by the Author's permission, inserted in Lecky's 'Wrinkles”,
Inmans Nautical Tables &c. In the former, and in the General Utility tables, by the same
Author, it now appears in an expanded form, as Table (C ).
A footnote in Burton 1947 (page 13) states:
The method introduced by Mr AC Johnson RN of "Cloudy Weather" fame. It was he
who originated Table C. The A and B table is much older, having been first
published anonymously in the Nautical Magazine in 1846.
Lecky had positive things to say about the method. In the 1884 edition of his
work (p321) he compared Johnson's method with the chord (two-point) Sumner, and wrote:
But the Double Altitude problem, when worked in full, according to Sumner, is a
formidable affair, and the rules at the finish are so complicated as to scare
most ordinary seafaring men.
and later
The easier method recently introduced by A C Johnson M.A. Naval Instructor on
board her Majesty's training ship "Brittania" is therefore a most welcome
omprovement. It is short, easily understood, and accurate, and there is little
in the calculation with which the navigator is not already familiar.
The above is a simplification of the development of the ABC tables and the double altitude method.
In his book A History of Nautical Astronomy Cotter discusses the subject in detail.
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Johnson's Double Chronometer method uses plane trigonometry and the ABC tables, where
A = cot HA Tan lat
B = cosec HA tan dec
C + cot Az sec lat
and A + B = C.

Worked Example
I took a series of AM and PM time sights and reduced them by Martelli. I then chose two sights
which (by courtesy of the Clockwork Mapping anti-spoof app) I knew were reasonably accurate. I
calculated C from both Norie's ABC tables and also from Johnson's table I to confirm that the tables
are the same. Johnson's table I is Norie's tables A and B combined. Johnson's table II is Norie's table
C.
Johnson gives a method for using his tables I and II for multiplication and division but I cheated and
used a calculator.
AM sight
========
lat 41 S
dec 4 46.8 S
t 44 09 E
long 174 59.6 E
A 0.90 N
B 0.12 S
Subtract by rule (different names) gives C = 0.78 N
From which azimuth = N59.5E.
PM Sight
=======
lat 41 S
dec 4 30.3 S
t 59 07 W
long = 175 5.9 E
A 0.52 N
B 0.09 S
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Subtract by rule (different names) gives c = 0.43
From which azimuth = N72W

Calculate Position
=============
lat correction = diff long/ (sum or diff C values)
The observations are in adjacent quadrants so add the C values.
lat correction = 6.3 / 1.21 = 5.2'
long correction am sight = lat correction * am C = 5.2 * 0.78 = 4.1'
long correction pm sight = lat correction * pm C = 5.2 * 0.43 = 2.2'
Using the calculated azimuths draw a rough sketch to determine the signs of the corrections. In his
instructions on this method Burton points out that the position can be alternatively determined by
plotting the rough sketch to scale (1947 page 14).
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Observed lat = 41 00 + 00 05.2 = 41 05.2' S
Observed am long = 174 59.6 + 4.1' = 175 3.7' E
Observed pm long = 175 5.9 - 2.2' = 175 3.7' E
I did not feel the Pacific plate move between the AM and PM sights so the two longitudes should be
equal.
My GNSS position is 41 06.5' S
175 05.2' E
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Burton's Instructions
The following instructions for Johnson's Double Chronometer method are are from the 1947 edition
of Burton's Nautical tables.
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Extracts From On Finding the Latitude and Longitude In Cloudy
Weather
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A Fine Victorian Gentleman
I do not know Johnson's dates of birth and death. He may also have been an Edwardian. If born before 1837 he would
have been a subject of William IV.
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t = 59 deg 07' = 3 hr 56 min 28 sec.
Lat 41S Dec 4 deg 30.3'
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t = 59 deg 07' = 3 hr 56 min 28 sec.
Lat 41S Dec 4 deg 30.3'
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Azimuth 72 deg
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Lat 41 deg
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Johnson's Explanation of his Double Chronometer Method
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Conclusion
AC Johnson's Double Chronometer method is almost identical to the Sumner tangent (one longitude
and an azimuth) method but with one significant difference. The accurate plot is replaced with a
rough sketch and calculated corrections.
Two time sights are worked, each with an assumed latitude. The azimuth of the sun is determined
for each sight but instead of accurately plotting the LOPs a rough sketch is used to determine
relative positions. Then calculated corrections are applied to obtain actual latitude and longitude.
The position could also be determined by drawing the rough sketch to scale. All of the data needed
for an accurate plot is available but is not used in this method.
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